Using GIS and cartography as part of the whole-of-society approach to determine coercion into marine wildlife poaching and piracy
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Abstract: This paper builds on a previous paper on determining a community’s vulnerability to coercion into wildlife crimes along South African game reserves with a focus on rhinoceros poaching. This paper looks at the profiling of coastal communities along the South African coast for possible coercion into piracy and marine wildlife crime as context for a whole-of-society approach. As with the previous paper the criteria and data are based on publicly available resources to do the profiling. Criteria range from access to motorised boats, history of illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing activities, poverty, unemployment, closeness to marine reserves and levels of education. The criteria for piracy are based on articles and reports on the reasons for piracy along the Somali coast. From the analysis the highest risk for piracy is the south-western Cape around Cape Town since the proximity to international sea routes, the ability of the local population to do deep-sea fishing and existing gang activity. The risk to marine resources is similar owing to the same reasons as for piracy. It is a known fact that gangs are involved in the poaching of abalone along the south-western Cape coast. Socio-economic risks are higher along the east coast of South Africa owing to higher unemployment, poverty and lower education levels.
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1. Introduction

This paper builds on the work by Schmitz et al. (2017) on determining the vulnerability to coercion of communities next to game reserves into poaching of wildlife. This paper investigates the use of spatial data, non-spatial data, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and cartography to determine the vulnerability to revert or be coerced into marine wildlife crimes and/or piracy of coastal communities. The criteria are based on information available in the public domain such as articles by journalists, academia; reports and data from government institutions, non-profit organisations and regional bodies. Piracy criteria are mostly based on literature by Kerins (n.d.) Jablonski & Oliver (2012); Steenhard (2012) and Allison (2017) covering piracy along the Somali coast. These are augmented by literature from Clark et al. (2002), Isaacs, (2006) and Faasen & Watts (2007) on fishing activities along the South African coast to determine whether some of the issues raised along Somali coast are happening along the South African coast. Based on the study, the possibilities for piracy do exist along the South African coast. However, the present political, judicial and economic climate of South Africa makes piracy at present a low risk. If South Africa turns to the worst in the future, the risk of piracy along the coast, especially the area around Cape Town could be very high with a significant impact on world-wide maritime traffic.

With regards to marine wildlife poaching activities, these are similar to wildlife crimes as discussed in Schmitz et al (2017) except that they also occur outside marine reserves. Abalone, oysters and rock lobsters are high-value marine resources and the most poached marine resources by criminal syndicates and individuals. The paper is divided as follows: first the whole-of-society concept is discussed in the context of piracy and marine wildlife crimes, followed by a discussion on the criteria and vulnerability of communities. The methodology followed is discussed ending with a discussion of the results and conclusions.

2. Whole-of-Society Introduction

The whole-of-society approach indicates the inclusion of society, organisations and government where the society and not only government takes an active role in conservation, disaster resilience or security, to list a few examples (Lindberg & Sundelius, 2012; Gonçalves, 2017). Currently, worldwide, there is a trend to reconsider the security chain, which consists of four generic tasks, namely analysis, prevention, response and evaluation on responding to incidents (de Spiegeleire, 2011). However, the outcome of a response is never certain and can have profound consequences. Thus, the
shift moves to prevention and analysis, which includes foresight, and not only responses to incidents. It is critical to note that the security chain must be applied faster than the problems are changing. The consequence of this is that the ability of organisations to respond to changes in dynamic or uncertain environments requires high levels of integration (Hoogervorst, 2009). When multiple organisations are involved, this integration must extend across organisations. Integration of organisations is dependent on sharing and integration of information, which provides the basis of collaboration. However, this is not a guarantee that organisations will work together to achieve a common goal. Furthermore, even if collaboration is promulgated it may ignore corruption or power issues that may hinder a collaborative effort to respond to and curb criminal activities along the coasts which include the poaching of marine wildlife and piracy. Schmitz et al. (2017) gives an overview of the whole-of-society approach with regards to wildlife crimes and possible coercion of communities into wildlife crime in South Africa.

In the context of disaster management, some practitioners and researchers define risk in terms of vulnerability exposed to a hazard (Coppola, 2015). “Coping capacity”, which includes resources and capabilities, reduce the extent of the impact. Capability is central to a whole-of-society approach as contemplated by some researchers (Gonçalves, 2017). In Figure 1, we extend the determinants of risk, building on the understanding from disaster management. Before proceeding, we note that risk is only one way of framing the issue – it is a framework that will be used in this article. Firstly, threats and hazards are considered and could range from a climate induced crop failure to a cyber-attack on a tanker in a harbour. Resources are a combination of natural resources, social and human resources, financial resources, and manufactured resources. In the context of disaster management, financial resources are one way of increasing resilience, which allows rebuilding after a disaster. The same resources that are essential for value creation or risk mitigation also attract attention from criminals, for example, wildlife such as rhino, attracts tourists and poachers. Skills that are used for legal fishing can easily be used for illegal fishing and with more effort can be adapted for piracy under the right conditions. Capabilities have been expanded here in three categories of capability to: deal with threats and hazards, reduce vulnerability, and protect resources. This emphasises responsive as well as proactive developmental efforts of a whole-of-society approach (Nussbaum, 2011; Collins, 2009).

3. Identifying vulnerability to involvement in criminal activity

This article expands on the work done by Schmitz et al. (2017) using various research articles which will be referred to as appropriate. A proper understanding of the context is important to successfully implement a whole-of-society approach to prevent marine wildlife poaching and piracy. Whole-of-society approach is used to understand the “society” as a whole along the South African coastline including the communities using marine resources for their own consumption or for financial gain. This includes the implications of legislation by the South African government as well as the activities of illegal international fishing fleets. The latter is based on Kerins (n.d.) and Allison’s (2017) observations on the relationship of depleted fishing stocks by illegal fishing fleets and piracy along the Somali coast.

![Figure 1. Revisiting risk from a whole-of-society perspective.](image)

3.1 Drivers that may lead to criminal activity

Kerins (n.d.), Jablonski & Oliver (2012) and Steenhard (2012) indicate that the following issues lead to piracy and other crimes along the Somali coast:

- Lack of economic opportunity such as poor access to the labour market and unemployment were identified as the principal drivers of pirate recruitment.
- Illegal fishing by foreign vessels was characterized as the fundamental grievance that sparked piracy and provides ongoing justification for it.
- Illegal dumping of hazardous wastes along the Somali coast further decimated the fishing stock.
- Locals resent the international navies, believing they are in Somali waters specifically to protect illegal foreign fishing.
- Attitudes towards naval forces are much more positive in areas where they have established direct, cooperative relationships with coastal communities.
There is widespread agreement that without changes to the underlying conditions, piracy will return.

3.2 Fishing communities

Keeping the aforementioned in mind, several research activities were conducted with regards to fishing activities in South Africa. The focus of most of the research was on small scale fishing, which includes subsistence and artisanal fishing activities, whether legal or illegal and the impact of conservation and legislation on these activities (Clark et al. 2002, Isaacs, 2006, Faasen & Watts, 2007). Isaacs (2006) looks at the implications of the government’s “one-size-fits-all” approach in granting fishing access rights and how it affected the small fishers. In most cases it affected them negatively owing to various reasons ranging from difficulty in completing the application forms to alleged corruption (Isaacs 2006). Faasen & Watts (2007) looked into the issues of conservation and how it was understood by the local community with regards to fishing and how it was understood by South African National Parks (SANParks). Local communities understood that conservation of marine resources guaranteed future use, but they saw it in conjunction with responsible use of these resources whereas SANParks used a “no-take” policy which led to conflict between these two groups (Faasen & Watts, 2007).

Clark et al. (2002) conducted research to determine the distribution of small-scale fishers along the South African coast. Figure 1 indicates the location of settlements, both urban and rural, along the coast. Figure 2 also shows the location of marine reserves, a 20km buffer around these reserves, the various economic zones along the coast and the shipping routes. The 20km buffer areas around the reserves are based on Schmitz et al. (2017), which is a distance that a person can walk in a day or night to a reserve, harbour, launching site or beach. This is also further substantiated by Clark et al. (2002) where authors indicated that small scale fishers in general live up to 15km from their fishing areas.

Clark et al (2002) list the following marine resources used by small-scale fishers, namely rocky-intertidal invertebrates such as red algae used in the agar industry, brown mussels, Cape Rock Oyster, sea weed, and mussels; sandy-beach invertebrates such as white mussels, sea snails and some crab species; estuarine invertebrates such as oysters; rock lobster; abalone; sea weed and fish. Oysters, abalone and rock lobsters are high-value goods that are sold for profit. These, especially abalone, are subject to marine wildlife crimes.

4. Methodology

The methodology to determine and map the levels of vulnerability to coercion into marine wildlife crimes and/or piracy consists of four phases. The first phase is the identification of the criteria that could make a community vulnerable such as access to deep sea boats, proximity to marine reserves and socio-economic factors; the heuristic weighting of the criteria; data gathering and calculation of the criteria values; and the mapping of the
The identification of criteria was determined from various sources in the public domain such as research articles, articles by journalists, reports and other publications. From these the criteria were derived and how the risk levels can be calculated (Schmitz et al., 2017 and Schmitz, 2018). Table 1 gives an example of the identified criteria and associated risk levels.

Table 1. Calculating levels of risks for each criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of detection: IUU fishing</td>
<td>The country’s ability to curb illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing activities which may lead to the depletion of fishing stock. There are indications of issues with capacity to detect IUU fishing activity – high risk (4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road kilometre per km$^2$ per sub-place</td>
<td>The more roads, the easier the access to the marine parks and other marine areas as well as to ship poached marine resources such as rock lobsters and abalone. Used natural breaks (Jenks) to determine 5 classes road km per square km. Lowest density – very low Risk (1) and highest density very high (5) risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No education</td>
<td>Measured for heads of households and expressed as a percentage per sub-place. Could indicate difficulty in finding alternative employment. Very low risk (1) for the range 0 to 20 percent; low risk (2) for 20 to 40 percent; medium risk (3) for 40 to 60 percent; high risk (4) for 60 to 80 percent; and very high risk (5) for 80 to 100 percent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Grouping of risks (a) and identifying risks (b).
was required to estimate the risks and to source the data. Socio-economic data was determined from the Census 2011 data from Stats SA; cell phone coverage was based on maps from the various service providers showing their coverage; Clark et al. (2002) report was used to determine data on fishing communities; and the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ 2014 status report on marine fishery resources was used to determine the availability of fishing stocks and illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing activities (DAFF, 2014).

The final phase was to create various maps to illustrate the various risk levels using a GIS.

5. Results

A Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to map the various risk levels as discussed in the aforementioned section. Figure 4 shows the overall risk of communities being coerced into illegal marine activities. Illegal maritime activities in this context ranges from poaching, over-fishing and over-harvesting of marine resources to piracy. The communities with the highest risk to coercion into illegal marine activities are those of regions B and C. These regions are known for current severe poaching of abalone and are regions with a history of gang problems, especially the communities in and around Cape Town (Steinberg, 2005). Regions A and H shows the lowest risk. The reason for Region H having a low risk is that there is a working relationship between the communities and the reserves, especially with the communities around the Kosi Bay iSimangaliso Wetland Park. Communities are allowed to fish in Kosi Bay using Thonga Fish Kraals that are passed on from one generation to the next and are strictly controlled and are allocated to families to fish in specific areas.

Figure 5 shows the marine resources risk for each of the coastal communities. Regions B and C are seen with the highest risk followed by Region D. These regions are vulnerable owing to access to motorized boats as well as the high-level of abalone poaching in Regions B and C. Further risk is that these regions (B, C and D) have major shipping lanes close to the shore, combined with the high access to motorised boats; the communities in these regions could be coerced into piracy if a Somali type of situation develops in South Africa. Fortunately, the political risk is currently medium in South Africa, even with the current political turmoil the junk rating of the South African economy. However, the latter may impact on the socio-economic risks which could cause an increased risk of vulnerable communities along the coast to be coerced into illegal maritime activities.

Figure 6 shows the socio-economic risks to vulnerable communities along the coast. Although Regions B and C are high-risk areas with regards to vulnerable communities it is interesting to note that the socio-economic risks are lower when compared to Regions E to H. The communities in Regions E to H may have higher socio-economic risks but the risks with regards to marine resources are lower. If the socio-economic risks are addressed in these areas it will reduce the risk of these communities being coerced into illegal maritime activities. Whereas the emphasis in Regions B, C and D should be linked to reduce marine resources risks (see...
Figure 5) such as curbing poaching activities. Access to motorized boats is not a risk, but then access to motorized boats could become a risk in the future since it provides opportunities for involvement in a wide range of illegal maritime activities.

Figure 5. Marine resources risk.

Figure 6. Socio-economic risks.
6. Conclusions

This paper is a continuation of the work discussed in Schmitz et al (2017) with an emphasis on coastal communities whereas the emphasis in Schmitz et al (2017) was on communities surrounding game reserves in South Africa. This paper illustrates the importance of context in a whole-of-society approach when combatting certain crime issues. As with the Somalian example of how Somalis ended up being pirates owing to the depletion of their maritime resources on which their survival depended upon by foreign fishing fleets committing IUU fishing activities. This was further exacerbated by the illegal dumping very hazardous materials such as radioactive waste and chemicals which further decimated their marine resources.

Curbing illegal marine activities along the South African coast requires more than just law enforcement, a whole-of-society approach to is imperative to reduce community vulnerability.

Owing to the current inabilities to effectively patrol IUU fishing activities, South Africa may have to involve regional and/or international partners to protect its marine resources. Fortunately, IUU fishing activities and the dumping of hazardous materials are not rampant, but it does not exclude rampant IUU fishing activities and dumping of hazardous materials along the South African coast in future. Any foreign assistance needs to be in conjunction with the coastal communities to avoid the same situation as in Somalia, where foreign naval ships are seen as the protectors of the fleets that were causing havoc along the Somali coast.

Although further research and refinement is required to provide a more accurate picture of the vulnerabilities of these communities along the South African coastline, it is hoped that this approach will assist in determining the critical risk elements that need to be addressed to avoid a similar situation as along the Somali coast.
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